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For decades, the tire industry has taught drivers to use the so-called Penny Test as an easy way to tell when tires have been worn out. But according to new tests conducted by The Tire Rack, a major tire seller, this popular lesson is outdated, compromises safety and should give way to quarterly tests. Tire Rack, which
also says in a press release that it is the largest independent tire tester in the country, says that quarters are safer than pennies when it comes to checking your tires. In the old Penny test, seeing the top of Lincoln's head, holding a penny upside down in the tire tread groove indicated the depth of the tread 2/32-inch (1.6
mm) or less, and that the tire needed replacing. In driving tests conducted by The Tire Rack, a late-model pickup truck riding tires that passed the Penny-legal test in most states averaged 499.5 feet to stop from 70 miles per hour on a wet sidewalk. That's about 12.5 school buses, or nearly a tenth of a mile. However, the
same car riding on the tires that passed the Tire Rack proposed quarter test stopped nearly 122 feet (24%) Shorter. These tires had treads measuring 4/32-inch (3.2 mm) depth as measured from the edge of the quarter to the top of Washington's head. Not only brake distances have been significantly reduced, but the
overall grip has also improved markedly. The penny test was an indirect result of the tire warranty, explained John Rastetter, director of tire information at Tire Rack. It is at this depth (2/32) that most safeguards remain in place, encouraging drivers to drive longer on tires that do not provide enough wet traction weather.
Tests of the Rack tyre showed that doubling the tread depth, in which the guarantees are void, will improve safety by reducing braking distances and improving traction in the wet. We know these changes won't happen overnight, so we encourage drivers to pay more attention to their tyres now, he said. SOURCE: Tire
Rack This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Being employed in the securities industry has its fair share of unique and complex situations. One
situation that I always find comical is when a customer calls me and wants to buy some obscure penny stock, which they claim is the next sure thing. Every time this happens, it never fails that shares some random recommendation from the client's brother the hairdresser's son-in-law, who ensures the stock is gearing up
for taking off. Every time this happens, I always sigh to myself and think, of course it is. Before you go out and try Gold let's find out what penny stocks really are and what risks they have. A penny on dollars would you think that a penny of stock would only cost a penny, wouldn't it? Well, not exactly. In fact, to As a penny
of shares, the share price will be less than $5.00. Here are a few other characteristics of penny stocks: They are not traded on any exchange or Nasdaq Price less than $5.00 The Company did not meet the financial standards of listed companies. Why Is Penny Promotions Risky? Many investors are attracted by pennies
of shares because of purchasing power (you can buy a lot of shares without big money) and potential winnings. The keyword potential or better translates as unlikely. What makes penny stocks so risky is the lack of liquidity. Penny's shares are not traded on major exchanges (NYSE or Nasdaq) and are traded on an over-
the-counter bulletin (OTCBB) or pink sheets. The listing requirements are much less stringent than the main exchanges, so many of these companies should not have such detailed reporting as their publicly traded counterparts. All of these factors are put together, making penny stocks that much riskier. Liquidity is a
problem Since these stocks are more subtly traded, it can be difficult to find a buyer if you hold stocks. And just because stocks can list at a certain price doesn't mean there's a buyer out there. Think of trying to sell Barry Bonds a rookie card for what the pricing guide lists him. Chances are you're not going to find a
buyer. Beware of Penny Stock Scammers Many of us have been exposed to some kind of scam promoting penny stocks. According to a study conducted in Oxford, 15% of all email spam was related to penny stock fraud. According to the study, people who responded to the pump and landfill scam lost 8% of their
investment within two days. Conversely, spammers who buy low-cost promotions before sending an email tend to see a return of 4.9% to 6% when they sell. The most common penny stock scam is Pump and Landfill. A small group of speculators will accumulate a large number of shares in pennies of shares. Once their
positions are in place, they will release positive financial propaganda, news so unexpected and exciting it can dramatically affect people's perception of stocks. The goal is to get small investors to start trading irrationally. The news is almost always false, but before it is discovered, the share price often soars and the
original speculators leave with a large profit. Over the years, I've gotten countless petitions at work from cold call Boiler Room types trying to get me to look at the hot stock so I call my clients about it. It never came up that this next supposed gold mine was some finely traded penny stock that was going anywhere but up.
Here's a sample of the email I'm just got, trying to convince me to buy the next hot stock. FYI, I changed the symbol to protect you from the rush and buy it. ABCD Energy Corp. Symbol: ABCD Traading: Traading: ABCD Energy Corp. is an oil and gas exploration and development company based in Denver, Colorado,
with a focus on Wyoming. Using a geology-based methodology, the U.S. Geological Survey estimates the average amount of undiscovered natural gas at 2.4 trillion cubic feet and the average amount of unspeakable oil in Wind River Basin, Wyoming. ABCD Energy Corp. has acquired a 75 percent interest in Diamond
Springs Avenue in this prolific neighborhood. Shaares company publicly traaded on OTCBB under tiicker siymbol ABCD. Get in before the word hits the street! Another example of a scam that I and another blogger Ms. Mika both experienced was getting a fax at work involving penny stocks. The fax is made to foreign
attention and you are led to believe by scammers that you are on the receiving end of internal information a mistake. They hope you'll go out and buy stocks and tell all your friends to buy it, too. If you get a similar fax at work, don't call your stock broker or think about logging into your online brokerage account to buy it.
Go to the shredder and save yourself troubles and money. Amdocs (DOX) - Get Report, a provider of customer service systems and billing systems for communications and IP service providers, reported first-quarter revenue that beat analysts' estimates by a penny. The company said, excluding acquisition costs,
revenue rose to $61.1 million, or 27 cents per share, from $37.9 million, or 18 cents per share, in the year-ago period. Analysts had expected the company to make 26 cents in the quarter, according to First Call/Thomson Financial. Revenue in the first quarter rose 45.3 percent to $342.2 million from $235.5 million.
McDonald's (MCD) - A get-so report said this morning earnings for the last fourth quarter had just missed Wall Street consensus estimates, as the company's results in Europe were hit by concerns about insane cow disease. The company's shares fell $1.25, or 3.8 percent, to $31.63. Oak Brook, Illinois, the fast-food
company said profit for the quarter came in at $452 million, or 34 cents per share, compared with $486.2 million, or 35 cents per share, in the same period a year earlier. According to First Call/Thomson Finanical, 17 analysts expected McDonald's to earn 35 cents per share in the quarter. The burger maker also said that
system sales, which represent sales at companies franchised and affiliated restaurants, including Chipotle Mexican Grill and Donatos Pizza, totaled $9.92 billion, up from $9.75 billion a year ago. Systemwide's U.S. sales, McDonald's' largest market, rose 3 percent to $4.82 billion in the fourth quarter, up from $4.68 billion
in the same period a year ago. Sales in Europe, the company's second-largest market, fell 10 percent to $2.21 billion from $2.45 billion a year ago, and Asia-Pacific rose 3 percent to $1.75 billion. $1.70 billion a year ago. McDonald's expects earnings in 2001, excluding the impact of foreign exchange transfers, of $1.60
to $1.65 per share in constant dollars. If the exchange rates remain where they are, the company expects that foreign currency will reduce the registered earnings per share for 2001 by about a penny. The company also said: We expect the first quarter to be very challenging, due to outstanding results and an additional
trading day in 2000, and ongoing consumer confidence issues about European beef. Analysts expect the company to earn $1.63 in 2001. 2001. you and me penny and the quarters lyrics. you and me penny and the quarters chords. you and me penny and the quarters movie. you and me penny and the quarters cover.
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